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Re-Imagining Ultimate Performance

What is In-Memory Computing?

Data volumes and ever decreasing SLAs have overwhelmed existing disk-based technologies for many operational and transactional data sets, requiring the industry to alter its perception of performance and scalability. In order to address these unprecedented data volumes and performance requirements a new solution is required.

With the cost of system memory dropping 30% every 12 months In-Memory Computing is rapidly becoming the first choice for a variety of workloads across all industries. In fact, In-Memory Computing paves the way to a lower TCO for data processing systems while providing an undisputed performance advantage.

Introducing the GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric

The GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric is a proven software solution, which delivers unprecedented speed and unlimited scale to accelerate your business and time to insights. It enables high-performance transactions, real-time streaming and fast analytics in a single, comprehensive data access and processing layer. The In-Memory Data Fabric is designed to easily power both existing and new applications in a distributed, massively parallel architecture on affordable, industry-standard hardware.

The GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric provides a unified API that spans all key types of applications (Java, .NET, C++) and connects them with multiple data stores containing structured, semi-structured and unstructured data (SQL, NoSQL, Hadoop). It offers a secure, highly available and manageable data environment that allows companies to process full ACID transactions and generate valuable insights from real-time, interactive and batch queries.

The In-Memory Data Fabric offers a strategic approach to in-memory computing that delivers performance, scale and comprehensive capabilities far above and beyond what traditional in-memory databases, data grids or other in-memory-based point solutions can offer by themselves.
FEATURES

The GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric accesses and processes data from distributed enterprise and cloud-based data stores orders of magnitudes faster, and shares them with today’s most demanding transactional, analytical and hybrid applications with varying SLA requirements (real-time, interactive, batch jobs). To that effect, the GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric includes the following four features:

- **Data Grid**
- **Real-time Streaming**
- **Clustering and Compute Grid**
- **Hadoop Acceleration**

The **data grid** feature in the GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric supports local, replicated, and partitioned data sets and allows to freely cross query between these data sets using standard SQL syntax. It supports standard SQL for querying in-memory data including support for distributed SQL joins. The GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric offers an extremely rich set of data grid capabilities, including off-heap memory support, load-balancing, fault tolerance, remote connectivity, support for full ACID transactions and advanced security.

In-Memory **clustering and compute** grids are characterized by using high-performance, integrated, distributed memory systems to compute and transact on large-scale data sets in real-time, orders of magnitude faster than possible with traditional disk-based or flash technologies.

The **real-time streaming** feature of the GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric uses programmatic coding with rich data indexing support to provide CEP querying capabilities over streaming data. The GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric also provides comprehensive support for customizable event workflow.

**Hadoop acceleration** included in the GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric features the GridGain in-memory file system (GGFS). It has been designed to work in dual mode as either a standalone primary file system in the Hadoop cluster, or in tandem with HDFS, serving as an intelligent caching layer with HDFS configured as the primary file system.

Stream Processing At A Glance

**What is In-Memory Streaming?**

Stream processing fits a large family of applications for which traditional processing methods and disk-based storages, like databases or file systems, fall short. Such applications are pushing the limits of traditional data processing infrastructures. Processing of market feeds, electronic trading by many financial companies on Wall Street, security and fraud detection, military data analysis – all these applications produce large amounts of data at very fast rates and require appropriate infrastructure capable of processing data in real-time without bottlenecks.
One of the most common use cases for stream processing is the ability to control and properly pipeline distributed events workflows. As events are coming into the system with high rates, the processing of events is split into multiple stages and each stage has to be properly routed within a cluster for processing. As stages are executing, they produce more events which are routed further until the final result is returned. Such systems are usually coupled with a very effective and fast communication protocol, as messaging must not become a bottleneck in an event workflow.

Routing and locality of events becomes especially important when stream data must be integrated with stored data for processing. Accessing data from disk is never an option as any type of disk I/O would introduce a significant bottleneck. Hence, data is usually kept in an in-memory data grid and is partitioned across multiple cluster nodes. In such cases it is extremely important to make sure that events are routed exactly to the nodes on which the required data resides. In the absence of affinity routing, data would have to be delivered across the network for every event, effectively bringing the system to a full halt.

Another important use case for streaming is the support for Complex Event Processing (CEP). One of the key features of many CEP systems is the ability to control the scope of operations on streamed data. As streaming data never ends, an application must be able to provide a size limit or a time boundary on how far back each request or each query should go.

The sliding window construct serves exactly this purpose and is usually one of the core concepts behind a viable CEP product. Sliding windows allow you to answer questions like “who have been the top 10 users over the past hour?” or “what is the average sales price for product A over the past 24 hours?”. Therefore, CEP systems must keep track of the new events coming into the window on one side, as well as events coming out of the window on another side.

With sliding windows, the ability to query and aggregate data passing through such windows must be very efficient. As events continue streaming in at a high rate, such queries must be extremely fast, and therefore CEP systems generally have strong data indexing capabilities with extensive support for data aggregation routines.

In-Memory Streaming vs. Other Solutions

What makes In-Memory Streaming a unique solution?

In the past few years, several technologies have emerged specifically to address the challenges of processing high-volume, real-time streaming data. Generally such technologies evolve around some specific streaming use case. For example, a technology such as Apache Storm is mainly focused on providing event workflow and routing functionality without focusing on sliding windows or data querying capabilities. Products in the CEP family, on the other hand, are mostly focused on providing extensive capabilities for querying and aggregating streaming events, while generally neglecting event workflow functionality.

Customers looking for a real-time streaming solution usually require both, rich event workflow combined with CEP data querying, and as a result are left with the difficult task of integrating different streaming technologies together. Such integration is rarely effective or simple as knowledge of data locality across different products is minimal, and proper affinity data routing is essential in achieving any kind of scalability. As part of the GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric, GridGain In-Memory Streaming combines both event workflow and CEP capabilities as a fully integrated component of the GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric.
Fabric, In-Memory Streaming with GridGain is squarely focused on providing both event workflow and CEP capabilities in a highly integrated and efficient fashion.

**SQL VS. PROGRAMMATIC QUERYING**

In streaming CEP applications, some querying mechanism must be used to find events of interest as well as to aggregate, analyze, and process them. There are two main approaches to querying stream data – using standard SQL or using programmatic coding directly – and both have their own advantages and disadvantages.

The ability to query event data using semi-standard SQL seems desirable at first as it provides a familiar view on streaming data using a high level query language. SQL in this case allows for a concise and pre-defined way of expressing various streaming data queries. However, traditional standard SQL does not provide sliding window capabilities and, hence, new SQL dialect needs to be created to support stream processing. Since there is no standard for such SQL dialect, each CEP product provides its own syntax which is usually quite extensive and may entail a lengthy learning curve. Additionally, these semi-standard SQL dialects are not extensible and users are limited to the set of features supported by a certain CEP vendor.

Using programmatic coding such as Java or Scala to query stream data may require additional work, but is generally more flexible as users are not limited by any proprietary syntax or pre-defined routines. Moreover, using Java or Scala directly usually delivers dramatically better performance as there is no overhead associated with SQL parsing or processing, and users have much more fine-grained control over data indexing and data aggregation.

**Real-time Streaming in GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric**

What are the key capabilities of GridGain In-Memory Streaming?

When events are streaming into a system at a very high rate, there are only a few ways to process them while sustaining the load without bottlenecking. All the capabilities of GridGain In-Memory Streaming, from event workflow to indexing and data querying, are focused on minimizing network and disk access as well as providing instantaneous response times to queries.

**CUSTOMIZABLE EVENT WORKFLOW**

Even though the majority of streaming events are often processed in one step, there are many use cases when processing must be split into different stages and routed to different nodes. GridGain provides comprehensive support for customizable event workflow. As events come into the system they can go through different execution chains, supporting branching and joining of execution paths, with every stage possibly producing new types of events.

By allowing every stage to declare the next one or multiple stages for execution, GridGain In-Memory Streaming can support multiple execution paths for the same events executing in parallel on one or more nodes, supporting loops and recursive branching. The execution workflow ends when all branches finish.

**AT-LEAST-ONCE GUARANTEE**

The at-least-once execution semantic provides a guarantee that as long as there is one node standing, the event workflow chain will run its course. GridGain fails over the execution chain as a whole. This means that if at any point a node responsible for some execution branch fails, the whole execution will be cancelled and restarted from the root.
Failing over and restarting workflow from the root is important as different execution stages may store partial results on individual nodes, and the aggregated result as a whole becomes invalid whenever some partial results are lost. Restarting from scratch guarantees that the final result will always be complete and consistent.

**SLIDING WINDOWS**

As streaming data is a fairly constant process, it is important to define the scope of streaming data operations by limiting the size of data being queried. Sliding window constructs supports exactly that. GridGain rich windowing functionality includes sliding windows that can be limited by size or time, windows that slide with either every individual event or in batches, windows that are unique or allow duplicates, and windows that can be sorted or snapshotted.

Processing of sliding windows usually involves reacting to new events or a batch of events entering the window, as well as reacting to events that leave. This essentially allows users to control any sort of time – or size-based metrics such as sliding averages, counts, sums, as well as instantaneous selection of any group of events by sorting them in any custom order. Different windows may coexist together and can optionally store and control different types or groupings of events.

By being able to query sliding windows programmatically, users are free to implement any custom algorithms on a streaming window of data.
DATA INDEXING

Quite often, iterating through windows is not performant, especially when window sizes are large, and indexing into window data is necessary to achieve efficient query processing. The GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric provides comprehensive indexing APIs which allows you to create any type of index, as well as maintain any type of running aggregate metrics within indexes.

Every window can have as many indexes as needed and every index can be based on any arbitrary field or group of fields. Such flexibility allows users get immediate responses for a variety of use cases and queries, from maintaining running averages to figuring out best-selling products, or top co-selling product groups over a certain sliding period of time.

DISTRIBUTED STREAMER QUERIES

When processing streaming data, it is important to keep any network communication or disk level access to the bare minimum. Otherwise there is always a possibility for some workflow stage to start bottlenecting and essentially bring the whole system to a full stop. To avoid such a scenario, the GridGain In-Memory Streaming feature was designed to make sure that no data or event distribution happens unless it is absolutely required.

All windows on every node accepting streaming events are local and are not copied over network for redundancy (if redundancy is required for certain events, then such events should be stored in in an-memory data grid, which is also an included feature of the GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric). Whenever a collective cluster-wide result needs to be computed, a streamer query is issued across all participating nodes which will gather results from all participating nodes, aggregate them, and return to the user.
GridGain supports various types of streamer queries, and allows for local and remote result aggregation, as well as support for visiting queries, which perform computations remotely on the nodes where the event data resides without sending anything back.

**CO-LOCATION WITH AN IN-MEMORY DATA GRID**

To preserve data integrity for mission-critical information and to provide a fault-tolerant highly available system, certain streaming events may need to be stored in an in-memory data grid. This way applications will avoid any disruptions in real-time processing, survive node crashes, and ensure that all event-related data will always remain intact and consistent.

However, to utilize data stored in an in-memory data grid while minimizing any data migration during stage execution, stages must be routed exactly to the nodes where the data is cached. To achieve this, the GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric provides a special router which automatically co-locates stage execution with required in-memory data, based on affinity information provided from incoming events.

Moving stage execution logic directly to the data is a lot cheaper than moving data to the execution. Transferring data over the network is one of the most expensive operations a distributed system can perform and should be avoided whenever possible. In fact, whenever a GridGain cluster topology is stable, there will be zero data movement during event processing. Instead, stages will be automatically routed to the appropriate nodes for execution.

**MANAGEMENT**

GridGain In-Memory Streaming, as with any other feature of the GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric, is supported by a comprehensive and unified GUI-based management and monitoring tool called GridGain Visor. GridGain Visor provides deep operations, management and monitoring capabilities.

A starting point of the Visor management console is the Dashboard tab which provides an overview on grid topology, many relevant graphs and metrics, as well as event panel displaying all relevant grid events.

To manage and monitor configured streamers, there is a Streaming tab which displays various metrics and routing information for streamer events and stages.

**End-to-End Stack & Total Integration**

What are different GridGain editions?

GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric provides full end-to-end stack for in-memory computing: from high performance computing, streaming, and data grids to Hadoop accelerators, GridGain delivers a complete platform for low-latency, high performance computing for each and every category of payloads and data processing requirements. Total integration is further extended with a single unified management and monitoring console.

**CORE TECHNOLOGY**

GridGain’s In-Memory Data Fabric is designed to provide uncompromised performance by providing developers with a comprehensive set of APIs. Developed for the most demanding use cases, including sub-millisecond SLAs, fabric allows to programmatically fine-tune large and super-large topologies with hundreds to thousands of nodes. Other features included in the GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric, besides In-memory Streaming, are:
GridGain Foundation Layer

What are the common components across all GridGain editions?

The GridGain foundation layer is a set of components shared across all functional areas in the GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric. It provides a common set of functionality available to the end user such as clustering, high performance distributed messaging, zero-deployment, security, etc.

HYPER CLUSTERING®

GridGain provides one of the most sophisticated clustering technologies on Java Virtual Machines (JVM) based on its Hyper Clustering® technology. The ability to connect and manage a heterogeneous set of computing devices is at the core of GridGain’s distributed processing capabilities.

Clustering capabilities are fully exposed to the end user. The developers have full control with the following advanced features:

- Pluggable cluster topology management and various consistency strategies
- Pluggable automatic discovery on LAN, WAN, and AWS
- Pluggable “split-brain” cluster segmentation resolution
- Pluggable unicast, broadcast, and Actor-based cluster-wide message exchange
- Pluggable event storage
- Cluster-aware versioning
- Support for complex leader election algorithms
- On-demand and direct deployment
- Support for virtual clusters and node groupings

ZERO DEPLOYMENT

The zero deployment feature means that you don’t have to deploy any components individually on the grid – all code together with resources gets deployed automatically. This feature is especially useful during development as it removes lengthy Ant or Maven rebuild routines or copying of ZIP/JAR files. The philosophy is very simple: write your code, hit a run button in the IDE or text editor of your choice and the code will be automatically be deployed on all running grid nodes. Note that you can change existing code as well, in which case old code will be undeployed and new code will be deployed while maintaining proper versioning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In-Memory HPC</th>
<th>Highly scalable distributed framework for parallel High Performance Computing (HPC).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-Memory Data Grid</td>
<td>Natively distributed, ACID transactional, SQL and MapReduce based, in-memory object key-value store.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Memory Hadoop Acceleration</td>
<td>Quick and easy acceleration of existing Hadoop-based systems and products using a dual-mode, high performance in-memory file system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ADVANCED SECURITY

The GridGain security components of the foundation layer provide two levels by which security is enforced: cluster topology and client connectivity. When cluster-level security is turned on, unauthenticated nodes are not allowed to join the cluster. When client security is turned on, remote clients will not be able to connect to the grid unless they have been authenticated.

SPI ARCHITECTURE AND PNP EXTENSIBILITY

The Service Provider Interface (SPI) architecture is at the core of the GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric; it allows GridGain products to abstract various system level implementations from their common reusable interfaces. Essentially, instead of hard coding every decision about internal implementation of the product, GridGain products instead expose a set of interfaces that define their internal view on their various subsystem. Users then can choose to either use the built-in implementations or roll out their own when they need different functionality.

GridGain products provide SPIs for 14 different subsystems, all of which can be freely customized:

- Cluster discovery
- Cluster communication
- Deployment
- Failover
- Load balancing
- Authentication
- Task checkpoints
- Task topology resolution
- Resource collision resolution
- Event storage
- Metrics collection
- Secure session
- Swap space
- Indexing

Having the ability to change the implementation of each of these subsystems provides tremendous flexibility to how GridGain products can be used in a real-world environment. GridGain software blends naturally in almost any environment and integrates easily with practically any host eco-system.

REMOTE CONNECTIVITY

The GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric comes with a number of Remote Client APIs that allow users to remotely connect to the GridGain cluster. Remote Clients come for multiple programming languages including Java, C++, REST and .NET C#. Among many features, the Remote Clients provide a rich set of functionality that can be used without a client runtime being part of the GridGain cluster: run computational tasks, access clustering features, perform affinity-aware routing of tasks, or access the In-Memory Data Grid.
ABOUT GRIDGAIN™

GridGain, the leading provider of the open source In-Memory Data Fabric, offers the most comprehensive in-memory computing solution to equip the real-time enterprise with a new level of computing power. Enabling high-performance transactions, real-time streaming and ultra-fast analytics in a single, highly scalable data access and processing layer, GridGain enables customers to predict and innovate ahead of market changes. Fortune 500 companies, top government agencies and innovative mobile and web companies use GridGain to achieve unprecedented computing performance and business insights. GridGain is headquartered in Foster City, California. To download the GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric, please visit http://www.gridgain.com/download/.

GridGain In-Memory Data Fabric

ULTIMATE SPEED AND SCALE  COMPREHENSIVE AND PROVEN  OPEN AND AFFORDABLE

Learn more at www.gridgain.com/products